Terms and Conditions

This document outlines the terms and conditions of the use of the Threatcon.co.za website. Should you not agree to any of these terms, please exit the site immediately.

By accessing this site, we assume that you have the necessary rights and permissions to do so, especially if you subscribe, register, or otherwise actively interact with content on this site or sites linked to it. Should you be unsure, leave this site, check and then come back if allowed.

This is a dynamic site dealing with matters that may change at any time. We reserve the right to implement these changes. You will not be specifically informed of these changes. We expect you to check back often to determine the status of matters under our control referred to on the site. All legal provisions listed here and in related documents remain applicable for any version of this site.

All content on this site is copyrighted to the respective owners. Should you not be clear on this provisions please contact the owners of the symbols, logos contained herein. We use these with permission. In particular, all symbols, logos, art or other specific references to THREAT, Threatcon, THREAT 2019 (or subsequent year), CSIA, CIA, belong to us and may not be used without our explicit permission.

By registering on this site, or sites linked to it, you give us permission to email you to provide updates and other relevant information. Should you not wish to receive these emails, please do not register.

Within reason, you are allowed to use content on this site, provided all copyright and legal requirements are met. If you are not sure, please contact us. Particularly, you may not use content on this site in any form for commercial purposes.

We are human. We make mistakes. We apologise, but cannot be held liable for these mistakes. In particular we cannot be held responsible if malicious actors compromise our site. We will take every reasonable effort to ensure that this does not happen. We are not responsible for your information security and accessing our site via compromised connections may expose your personal data. Our privacy policy covers our collection and use of your access data.

These terms and conditions constitute the entire agreement between us and you with regard to the use of the content and this website.